Buying a house can be tricky to say the least ...
So many unsuspecting buyers end up sitting with expensive wet related problems that they were not
aware of, or made aware of, at the time of purchase.
Problems that normally occur are in the heart of the following winter season, are rising damp and various
leaks in the structure, as well as leaks around windows and doors.
These faults quietly allow water to seep into the masonry of your home and cause damages which quickly
clock up rather expensive bills to repair, which can only properly be done in summer when everything has
dried out, so during the entire winter season, the seeping water just continues to push that repair bill
higher and higher.
We offer home buyers detailed insight into the existence of these costly hidden faults by means of Infra
Red building inspections. The beauty here is that Infra Red is able to detect hidden damp even when it
has recently been painted over. Painting before selling is a favourite “trick” often employed by sellers, to
hide these signs... Not Anymore !
More than TEN YEARS Extensive Experience in Property Maintenance and related issues, and our High
Tech Infra Red Equipment, makes us the obvious choice of company to approach, for in-depth and
unbiased assessments.
Our ever growing list of happy clients bears testimony to this.
Our investigation reports contain both Digital and Infra Red images of problem areas so there is no room
for doubt when addressing these problems with sellers. These images are further expanded with written
notation per pair of images. The reports can also be used as powerful discount bargaining tools.
A wise investment in this service can save you thousands upon thousands or hard earned money in the
long run.
Don’t buy Blind !
For more detailed information via email, click the link: The Right Guy Maintenance
We look forward to being of service to you.
Warm Regards,
Allan Wilson

Book an inspection

Proud Owner and Manager
The Right Guy Maintenance cc

0824917420
Forget the chancer’s, WE HAVE THE ANSWERS !

